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Hello Research Supporter,
Each month we compile some of our tweets about research into an email, with other updates from the web about
Parkinson's research.
I hope you find this useful.
With best wishes,
Emily

On our website
Highlights from our biggest ever Parkinson’s UK supporters’ and scientific conferences in York:
bit.ly/SPkU1o
bit.ly/UtIVbN
Important genetic clues unveiled at Parkinson’s UK research conference: bit.ly/RE7HXI
Developing 'calcium-blocking' drugs for Parkinson's:
bit.ly/VsCW7P
For the first time, we've awarded 2 Parkinson's research grants to researchers outside the UK, in Greece & Croatia
bit.ly/Vdr5jG

Do you want to get involved?
Do you have experiences to share of using augmentative or alternative communication aids?
http://bit.ly/Q1PvdY
Please help research on the use of online health forums:
http://bit.ly/S4JM26
Help protect science funding in Europe - which could be worth up to €100bn over seven years! Sign the petition:
http://bit.ly/TMXomt

Also in the news
Positive results from a phase 2 clinical trial of a new levodopa formulation for Parkinson's: http://bit.ly/QPWYtl
Harvard researchers show that dopamine may not be the only key player in Parkinson's: http://bit.ly/Q1PypS
The Guardian: Young blood can reverse some effects of ageing, study finds: http://bit.ly/TyUNyr
BBC News: Exercising in your 70s 'may stop brain shrinkage': http://bbc.in/S06NHd
Stem cells from skin cells reveal shape changes that may contribute to Parkinson's: http://bit.ly/VcQjsT
Small study reports benefits of a new method of brain stimulation for Parkinson's: http://bit.ly/XnyOsC
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